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My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by mark76 - 20 Jan 2012 17:18

_____________________________________

Yesterday my Wicked Edge arrived. First impressions. The package was much smaller than I thought it
would be. Unboxing: tightly packaged in hard plastic, high-tech looking, bright colors. It made my
girlfriend think of Apple. “Made in China” on the box. Probably just to annoy Americans. It made me
laugh out loud, since I (from Europe) know that “made in the USA” is important for many American knife
nuts. I just care for quality.

I had already bought a separate base, a wooden cutting board. The instructions, which I had got by
email, said 1-1/4” thick. My base was exactly 1” thick, so I thought I’d be all right. Wrong. 1-1/4” means
one and a quarter inch, not one to one and a quarter inch. Which I found out when the screws for
securing the WEPS stuck out too far. So I went to the store and bought a heavy and almost two inch
thick butcher’s block. (This one: www.ikea.com/nl/nl/catalog/products/40082918/ ). This fit the screws
nicely after I drilled the holes and countersinked them on the bottom of the base.

Today I sharpened my first knife on the WEPS, a cheap kitchen knife. I had sharpened it just before
Christmas on my Sharpmaker at 20 degrees. Since then it had been used quite a lot and just for fun I
filed it before sharpening. I wanted to reprofile the blade at 18 degrees.I inserted the knife in the WEPS
vise, tightened the screws (not too much). slid the 100 grit diamond stones on the rods and started
sharpening.

At first I had to get used to the system and limited the movements to up-and-down and circles. I couldn’t
see myself doing the Clay-motion. I was quite clumsy and my left hand was even a lot clumsier than my
right hand. But hey, that was the reason I never got on with wetstones and got the Wicked Edge.

I had been reading posts on this forum already and knew I had to keep going until a burr formed. That
took a while. I felt the edge, did the trick with a cotton ball (drag it up the opposite edge; if a burr has
formed, it snags on the edge), but even after 15 minutes on one side: no burr. Luckily I was prepared
and I had gotten a jeweller’s loupe, which also appears in one of Clay’s videos. It magnifies 20 times and
I could see that I had almost reached the edge. Just not quite yet. After 20 minutes a burr appeared! The
cotton ball trick worked quite well, I couldn’t feel the burr with my fingers yet. (Unfortunately the trick
works less well at higher grids.)

I did the other side of the knife on 100 grit as well, until I thought a burr appeared on the first side. Then
on to the 200 grit stones. I took me a while, though not nearly as long as with the 100 grit stones, and
after 10 minutes burrs started appearing. The knife undeniable felt a bit sharper already, although the
bevel was quite scratched after the 200 grit stones.
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I slid on the 400 grit stones and went on with sharpening. The sound was a lot better (less scratching)
than of the 200 grit stones. My initial clumsiness wore off a little bit and I got more comfortable with the
stones. I then found out the knife had gotten loose in the vise and I turned the screws a bit tighter. The
knifewas quite long and I had to support the somewhat flexible tip with my hand in order to sharpen it.
Only then I thought of the knife brace, which is part of the WE system and is intended for exactly this
purpose... Unfortunately I had clamped in my knife the wrong way around for using this knife brace.

Then the 600 stones. During sharpening I found out the thumb screws of the sliding rods had loosened,
so I tightened them really well. And finally I had my knife sharpened to what should be a factory edge.

Was it? Well, hardly. The knife did cut paper, but only barely. It was half-tearing. I wondered what I had
done wrong when I remembered the pencil trick. I marked the entire edge of the blade with a pencil and
inserted the knife in the vise again. (This time to correct way around, so I could use the knife brace.)

Back to the 100 grit stones again. It was immediately clear from the pencil markings that on the left side I
had not reached the edge yet. So I started working on it again. (Which made me think how long it would
take to reprofile S30V rather than this el cheapo steal. Maybe I will get an 80 grit stone sometime.) After
some time I had removed all of the pencil ink and went on with the 200 grit stones, then 400 and then
600. In between I had to tighten the vise screws a bit tighter a few times, since the knife had the
tendency to remove itself from the brace.

Paper cutting again. Already improved a lot, but still not up to the level of some of my pocket knives. The
cuts were still somewhat ragged. And the edges still looked scratched, although not as bad as after the
200 grit stones.

Luckily I had also gotten the 800/1000 grit stones. First 800. What a sound! So smooth... Then the 1000
grit stones. Weird. A scratchy sound. I felt the stones and the 1000 grit stones felt a lot rougher than the
800 grit ones. Would somebody accidentally have switched them? I sharpened using both stones, and
although the 1000 grit stone felt rougher, it did appear to leave a smoother edge. Most of the scratches
on the bevel were now gone.

So on to the 1200/1600 ceramic stones. The difference with the diamond stones was clear: the ceramic
ones are lighter and remove less material. Nevertheless they worked quite well and it didn’t take me
ages to get a nicely polished edge without scratches. Even when I looked at the bevels through the
loupe, I could hardly see any irregularities.

Mirror edge? Not quite. Stropping would probably have gotten me that, but I feel I need a bit more
experience on the WE before I am going to use those easy-to-cut leathers.
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Paper cutting again. This time the knife cut the paper without any problems or ragged cuts. I still think
my Spyderco Paramilitary 2 or my Sebenza cut paper better, but they are made of S30V, not el cheapo
stuff. And their bevels look better: absolute mirrors that have the same width over the entire length of the
blade. The bevels on my kitchen knife are much wider towards the tip. I have read about that on this
forum and I’ll try to find the “sweet spot” of the knife I’ll sharpen next. And I’ll probably do some maths to
understand how it works…

I’m really happy with my Wicked Edge! It performs as I hoped it would. And I’m glad I didn’t try to
sharpen
my Sebenza as the first knife
.
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by LukasPop - 22 Jan 2012 06:25

_____________________________________

Nice video Leo. This sharpening looks guite fast with nice result. I think that speed depends on practice
also, but movements are simple, so learning should be fast. Now I am waiting for low angle attachment, I
have some Japanese kitchen knives, so I won't limit yourselt to 15 degree, and shipping to Europe is too
costly to buy it separately.
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by leomitch - 22 Jan 2012 06:49

_____________________________________

LukasPop wrote:
Nice video Leo. This sharpening looks guite fast with nice result. I think that speed depends on practice
also, but movements are simple, so learning should be fast. Now I am waiting for low angle attachment, I
have some Japanese kitchen knives, so I won't limit yourselt to 15 degree, and shipping to Europe is too
costly to buy it separately.

I am glad the video was useful to you mate. You are of course correct when you say speed is dependent
on practice.The learning curve is pretty quick and the procedures simple enough.
The low angle device should be along shortly so you can get really nice acute angles on your Japanese
Chef knives. Where do you live in Europe Lukas? It would be great if you would do a write up for the
Welcome section so we can get to know you. Take a look at mine.

Warm regards
Leo
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============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by LukasPop - 22 Jan 2012 08:37

_____________________________________

Ok, I will write a few lines to the Welcome section.

Warm regards
Lukas
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by LukasPop - 22 Jan 2012 11:18

_____________________________________

One more question guys. Mark, you use a wooden cutting board from Ikea as base. Sounds good to me,
its quite cheap, not brittle and I like wood. Are you happy with this solution? Leo, do you know some
reason, why Clay doesn't offer wooden base?
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by leomitch - 22 Jan 2012 11:57

_____________________________________

Most likely wood isn't offered as a base, because most wood is too light and does not give the weight
one needs to have the rig adhere to the desk or table without moving around. I had a wooden base at
first, but quickly discovered I didn't like it. I now have a granite base and it rocks.
Some folks have gone to their local counter top makers and/or funeral monument makers and have
made bases out of scraps they bought or were given. A weight of 7 pounds or more with sticky rubber
feet should do it!

Leo
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by mark76 - 22 Jan 2012 12:33

_____________________________________

Hi Lukas,
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Yes, the wooden board from IKEA works fine. It weighs 4 kliograms, that is almost 9 American pounds
(Lbs), which is more than enough. You can add rubber feet if you want to, but it is not really necessary.
Maybe I'll give the board a finish with a hard lacker, that would make it slightly easier to clean.

I got my Wicked Edge from Peter Fronteddu of Fehlschaerfe in Germany, www.fehlschaerfe.de. I can
recommend him: he has good advice, most stuff in stock and delivery took less than a week (to Holland).

Mark
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by mark76 - 22 Jan 2012 12:37

_____________________________________

Leo, my friend, you have made my day! And at least the next week! You should have seen my smile
today.

On the program was a beautiful Laguiole knife I picked up in France last summer. It has got a blade of
Sandvik 12c27 stainless steel, HRC 56. The knife was made by Robert David, a well-known knife maker
from Thiers. It is a nicely crafted knife, but the finish was not good. The bevel was barely visible with the
naked eye and certainly well over 25* per side. Here is the knife:

Creating the initial burrs went relatively fast: I think I spent about 15 minutes on the 100 grit stone. Then I
tried to follow your advice and not create a bevel anymore with stones on the higher grit sizes. I spent a
few minutes per stone doing up-and-down or circular movements. Then I made 50 sweeping motions
(which have become known as “Clay motions” in our house) on each side of the blade before going on
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to the next stone. I did the 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200 and 1600 grit stones.

Then on to stropping, which I had never done before. But it was actually quite easy now I had built up
some muscle memory for the sweeping motions. The Wicked Edge also comes with good instructions on
how much stropping compound to apply and how to apply it. I stropped with 5 micron and then 3.5
micron diamond paste.

All together it took me about an hour.

And then the result… a mirror edge! This was what I was after! Here’s the proof:

Having created a mirror edge in about an hour, as opposed to spending 5 hours on a knife, which I did
yesterday, I wondered whether I could do it even faster. So I decided to literally follow the advice Leo
had given me in a mail.

I took a Le Thiers folding knife, also by Robert David, with a blade of Sandvik 12c27 stainless steel, HRC
56, and hardly a visible bevel:
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Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by LukasPop - 22 Jan 2012 13:47

_____________________________________

Thank you friends, I will try board from Ikea, cause it is quite heavy, and Peter Fronteddu doesn't offer
stone bases. If there will be any problems, I can visit some counter top/funeral maker.
Great edges Mark!

Lukas
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by wickededge - 24 Jan 2012 20:36

_____________________________________

I have updated the link on my blog and it's available here as well: Constant Angle Model You'll need the
eDrawings viewer available here:
eDrawings Viewer

mark76 wrote:
Hi Leo and Gofly,

Thanks for your help. I have read the theory by Clay regarding bevel angles and bevel width and I think I
am beginning to understand it. On his personal blog he has also devoted a few posts to it. ( sharpeningt
echniques.blogspot.com/2010_11_01_archive.html
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) Unfortunately the links to the eDrawings do not work anymore.

I did my work on the cheap knife yesterday not so much in order to improve the knife, but to learn my
skills on the Wicked Edge. That said, my girlfriend enjoyed it: she produced some very thin slices of
tomato this morning.

Today I worked on her Global chef's knife. That's made of a much better steel already, although it is
nowhere near CPM. After the 600 grit stones it was far less scratched than the cheap knife and it cut
paper smoothly already. And after the 1600 grit stones it was sharper than it has ever been (as my index
finger
can testify - I had just got into this nice motion pattern Clay shows, when my finger slid off
)

I am still not certain on how long I should continue with a particular grit of stone before I go on to the
next. With the 100 grit stones I created a burr on one side after about three quarters of an hour. I was
finished with the stones after about an hour. That was a long time, but I regrinded the blade from 20* to
15*, so that's understandable.

However, after that, on the 200, 400 and 600 grit stones I had to polish for over half an hour to create a
noticeable burr on one side and it took me three quarters of an hour before I could move on to the next
stone. I know for certain I did hit the edge pretty soon (using a magnifying glass and the Sharpie trick,
and working only on one side of the knife to create the burr), so perhaps I am just bad at feeling burrs.

How much time on average do you guys spend on the 200, 400 and 600 grit stones for this type of
knife? (Relatively large - a chef's knife - and medium hardness - around HRC 57.) Three quarters of an
hour just seems way too long.

Thanks again,
Mark.
============================================================================

Re: My first knife on the Wicked Edge
Posted by LukasPop - 10 Apr 2012 07:50

_____________________________________

My
kit alsobase
arrived
. I bought
kit +allready
800/1000 diamond stones + 1200/1600 ceramic stones + 5/3.5 leather strops. At
first I tried to sharpen cheap kitchen knife to 20 degrees angle. I created burr with 100 grit stones on
both sides, and then use stroping motion with each grit from 100 to 1600 and finally with leather strops. It
become guite sharp, but nothing remarkable. I forgot that leather strops arrived blank, and diamond
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paste must be applied first. Next I sharpened better kitchen knife (Victorinox 56 HRC) to 16 degrees. I
had applied diamond paste to strops already. And I made it very sharp! The edge was almost mirror, and
it cut paper very nicely, and shave easily.
I think I must say thank you to people on this forum, so I had clear idea of good sharpening technique
and learning was very fast. Other knives become similarly sharp.
After some pracitise I have several remarks and topics to future discussion.

1. learning was really fast (with this forum help) and results are very nice and consistent, regardles of the
knife and steel.

2. each of 800/1000 diamond stones, 1200/1600 ceramic stones and 5/3.5 leather strops bring
noticeable improvement to resultant edges and I am happy I have them.

3. it tooks me about 1/2 hour to reprofile and sharpen knive, it depends mainly of the hardness of the
steel. At coarser grits, I feel that the friction between stones and steel become smoother after some time
stropping, but I can't feel or hear any progres with finer stones and strops, so I can only guess when the
amount of strokes on specific stones are sufficient. How do you guys handle this?

4. I use wooden cutting board from Ikea as base, and it is fine (thank you Mark). It is bigger than bases
sold on this site (37 x 37 cm), but it is right size to my cupboard, and I store all my stones and strops on
this board.

5. There are definitely some linkage play and blade of thin kitchen knives bends when sharpening, so
there are some imperfections of keeping the exact angle, but I can't se any difference in looks and
cutting performance of the resulting angles.

6. The top tightening screw overreachs when sharpening thin knives, it prevents from reaching acute
angles if the blade is low also. I used a metal base under the head of this screw to solve this, but I think
that one extra shorter screw for thin blades will be better solution. Unfornately, in Czech Republic we use
different sizes of the thread than in USA, so I haven't any at home, but I will ask in some shops.

7. The screws holging the rods to devise unscrewed sometimes, they need to be checked time to time.

8. Leather strops are very prone to get damaged by the edge, I became to move paddles more upwards
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than in case of stones to solve this problem.

9. I can't get really mirror edge or consistently hair whittling sharpness. What do you think, is it problem
with technique, or Chapton/Chosera stones are necessary to get such results?

To sum up, I am happy with my new sharpener, it isn't perfect, but it is far better than any other
sharpening equipment I tried so far.
============================================================================
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